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3/9/2018 15:36:01 C Advertising Design First The Reed Point Review Reed Point Schools Cole Bare Effective use of color. Make the title bigger, so the reader sees that item first.
3/9/2018 15:38:07 B Advertising Design First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Josephine Howlett Good job of using different shades of black to create contrast. 
3/9/2018 15:42:19 AA Advertising Design First The Stampede C.M. Russell Kaylebb Stahmer Photos tell the story. Good headline.
3/9/2018 15:47:05 AA Advertising Design Second The Flathead Arrow Flathead Bailey Nunn Pretty clean design. Like the drop shadow behind the outline of the state, and the antler...but do not need it on the name of the business. Since it is a small ad, look for a thin or light version of a sans serif font for your type so it is easier to read.
3/9/2018 15:49:45 A Advertising Design First Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolStaff Best of class. Easy to read. Good use of different shades of black.
3/9/2018 15:55:32 C Infographic First The Reed Point Schools Reed Point Schools Mercedes Hoff Beautifully done. Effective use of color. Do look at your second entry - it says then, where it should be than. And, Instead over 15 students, say more than 15 (but you should be able to give a specific number)
3/9/2018 15:59:25 B Infographic First The Norse Code Bigfork Grace Olechowski Did a good job of creating an asymmetrical design that is easy for the reader to follow - which means it has a good rhythm to it - and you did it using only B&W.
3/9/2018 16:08:14 A Infographic First Tamarack Libby Ethan Neff and Keeley HolderGood idea. Do maintain a consistent style on each section. Most of them have the date first followed by a comma - if that is what you want then use it for each section. Do note the entry on 1986 stops in the middle of a sentence. Were the photographs borrowed - or did you take them from the websites without permission. If they are copyrighted images, you need to seek permission. If they have a Creative Commons copyright, then you may use.  Not sure - you should check with the website before posting. And if they are copyrighted images, be sure to use the copyright (©) symbol
3/9/2018 16:18:35 AA Infographic First Sentinel Konah Sentinel Riley Nielsen Best of the group. Effective use of contrast. Headline was big enough to catch the reader's eye. Also, the color worked. Do create and maintain a  consistency of style with the words. For example: Do you capitalize just the first word in each section?
3/9/2018 16:22:17 AA Infographic Second Hawk Tawk Bozeman Shaciah Lee and Cole JanssenInventive. A different way to display this story. People will be drawn in by your design to read it.
3/9/2018 16:23:53 AA Infographic Third The Stampede C.M. Russell Like this approach - only thing to change is the font - make it bigger so it is easier to read. 
3/9/2018 16:24:50 AA Infographic Third The Stampede C.M. Russell Quinn Soltesz Like this approach - only thing to change is the font - make it bigger so it is easier to read. 

3/10/2018 15:26:26 C Sports Photography First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Krysta Saunders Great peak action in the photo on the far left of the spread.
3/10/2018 15:30:47 B Sports Photography First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Ahna Fox
3/10/2018 15:32:53 B Sports Photography Second Florence Chronicle Florence-Carlton High SchoolNatalie Dulac
3/10/2018 15:36:31 A Sports Photography First Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolCarol Gomes Way to hit the focus on this image.
3/10/2018 15:37:27 A Sports Photography Second Tamarack Libby High School Emily Carvey
3/10/2018 15:38:54 A Sports Photography Third The Geyser Park High School Talia Hansen
3/10/2018 15:50:21 AA Sports Photography First The Stampede C.M. Russell High School Julia Gremaux Great moment and a nice, high-contrast edit.
3/10/2018 15:52:55 AA Sports Photography Second The Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Kenyon Fretwell Nice moment and bright, attention-grabbing colors.
3/10/2018 15:55:10 AA Sports Photography Third Hawk Tawk Bozeman High School Shaciah Lee Nice composition.
3/11/2018 11:08:07 B Newspaper Pacesetter First Mustang Gazette Malta High School Malta gets the edge due to its breadth of coverage and colorful design, which included good graphics. A couple of suggestions for making the paper even stronger next year: 1) Some of the photos of students doing great things were fairly static. Try showing them in action, 2) The paper's style of short descriptive headlines would work better with supplemental headlines that say more about the story. Overall, the writing was strong and the story ideas were meaningful. Impressive work.
3/11/2018 11:18:07 B Newspaper Pacesetter Second The Norse Code Bigfork High School I liked story choices, especially the focus in innovative things students were doing (BIFF) and student reaction to events both at the school and beyond. The Emoji weather feature was especially fun. For next year, try to make a clearer distinction between advertising and graphics. (Good graphics, by the way). Some of the gray screens used over sidebars and features made them a little difficult to read. You've got a good overall design, but avoid hyphenating headlines. 
3/11/2018 11:27:47 B Newspaper Pacesetter Third Florence Chronicle Florence-Carlton High School Kudos to your enthusiastic staff. The paper is designed well and the photography is solid. Some suggestions for improvement: 1) Consider doing more reporting and less commentary. I know writing opinion is fun, but more reporting on issues important to other students and the school could better serve readers. Also consider headlines that tell more about the stories and features. They're an important part of helping readers decide what to land on. 
3/12/2018 13:33:20 A Newspaper Pacesetter First The Geyser Park High School This was tough category to judge because all the papers who place were contenders, each with strengths. But the Geyser got the nod because it seemed to reflect the character of the school best. I loved the features on the students and school officials doing interesting things. From Thrift Store fashionistas to student entrepreneurs and politics, the January issue covered a lot of ground. The February issue's innovative focus on the characters at Park High was revealing and fun to read. My only suggestion would be closer editing. The photography and design worked well with the stories. 
3/12/2018 13:43:29 A Newspaper Pacesetter Second Signal Butte Custer County District High School I liked the clean and crisp design of this paper. It featured great photography and a strong selection of stories, ranging from critical looks at school policies to good sports stories. The writing was clear and student voices came through. Technically, this is an impressive newspaper. My only suggestion is too look for ways to tell your stories more vividly. 
3/12/2018 13:49:36 A Newspaper Pacesetter Third Tamarack Libby High School Here's another strong high school paper that features broad coverage of the school and its activities. The design is conservative and functional, and I like the paper's use of color. News briefs helped it cover more ground between features. Inside pages were a little too busy, I thought,  but I liked that editors weren't afraid to try things. I liked the cartoon too. More action or candid photos would make the paper more interesting visually. 
3/12/2018 14:05:29 C Newspaper Pacesetter First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School This paper is impressive is many ways. The design is clear, colorful and inviting. Both front pages featured well-written stories on real campus controversies, and the columns and features were thoughtful. The sports coverage was strong too. My only suggestion would be to work on getting more dynamic photos to illustrate the articles. 
3/12/2018 14:05:57 AA Sports Event Writing First Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Kenyon Fretwell The writing shows strong detail and storytelling, along with good use of quotes. The writer does an excellent job of capturing the mood and atmosphere. It would be preferable to avoid using a member of the wrestling team to report on the team.
3/12/2018 14:11:28 AA Sports Event Writing Second The Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School Aston Kinsella The writer uses strong quotes and gives the reader a good sense of the excitement and atmosphere of state victory. The writer puts the win in context by giving the reader a sense of the entire season. And, the writer also contributed some good action photos to the page.
3/12/2018 14:12:52 C Newspaper Pacesetter Second Sagebrush Saga Garfield County District High School This colorful paper does a good job of capturing its school's spirit with good features and strong photography, especially the shots illustrating  "The Country Way" and "Olympic Games." The paper featured a nice mix of features and useful information that students and their parents needed to know. Keep up the good  work!
3/12/2018 14:22:10 C Newspaper Pacesetter Third Blue's News Bainville High School This paper gets high marks for managing to cover so much ground in each small issue. The photography stands out too,  though I might suggest fewer, larger photos accompanied by articles that include more voices and perspectives. Those suggestions should help flesh out some holes in the paper's design. Still, this is impressive work by Bainville's journalism students. Keep it up.
3/12/2018 14:23:11 AA Sports Event Writing Third Rustler News C.M. Russell High School Quincy Schmechel Strong roundup coverage of the wrestling team with good quotes and insights. This coverage gives readers a good idea of what it takes to succeed in wrestling both on and off the mat.
3/12/2018 14:30:03 A Sports Event Writing First Tamarack Libby High School Alyssa Marshall Nice use of quotes. The writer does a good job of hitting the most important element of the story, the repeat state championship, but then she also does a good roundup of the rest of the competition. 
3/12/2018 14:36:55 B Sports Event Writing First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Ahna Fox The writer demonstrates good storytelling and a strong use of quotes. The article also does a good job putting the teams accomplishments this season into perspective for the school. I would be good to avoid using a member of the swim team to cover its events. 
3/12/2018 14:41:16 B Sports Event Writing Second Florence Chronicle Florence-Carlton High SchoolGrace Schwenk The writer does a good job of setting up the competition by letting the reader know the struggles the cross-country team went through. Good quote, but I would try to get it higher in the story.
3/12/2018 14:45:51 C Sports Event Writing First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Krysta Saunders The writer has a nice, easy storytelling style. She has a good ear for quotes and for using them well in the story. And she creates a good sense of color and atmosphere.
3/12/2018 14:51:49 C Sports Event Writing Second Blue's News Bainville Public Schools Paytyn Wilson The writer captures the atmosphere and color of the games and shares that with the reader. The writer also finds strong verbs and adjectives to carry the sentences. The writer also includes good quotes, but work on avoiding first person writing.
3/13/2018 10:58:09 A Advertising Design Second Tamarack Libby Falicia DuBry The color you chose was appropriate for the company. It is easy to read. Also, like where you chose to place the quote.
3/14/2018 10:34:38 AA Newspaper Pacesetter First Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School The Konah offered its readers a comprehensive mix of original news, features and commentary, packaged in a clear and easy-to-follow design anchored by  good headlines. The staff took on controversial subjects and gave students much useful information about how to navigate life in and out of school. The photography was generally strong, but leaned too heavily sometimes on "line 'em up and shoot 'em" photos of award winners and honorees. Candid shots of students doing whatever they were honored for would be more effective. Every paper in the contest had areas where it could improve, but the Konah did more things better than its competitors in a strong field. Impressive work.
3/14/2018 10:47:14 AA Newspaper Pacesetter Second The Stampede C.M. Russell High School The Stampede offered its readers news and feature coverage of a broad and interesting range of subjects. The design generally showcased the paper's good reporting, commentary and feature writing but occasionally seemed too busy . Photos were strong throughout but I'd suggest fewer and larger ones, though I know the tabloid format makes that difficult. All told, the paper did more things well than most of its competitors. The writing and editing were especially strong. 
3/14/2018 10:54:18 AA Newspaper Pacesetter Third Hawk Talk Bozeman High School With some sharper editing, this paper might have challenged for first in this category. There was much to like here, including the paper's stellar design, great inside headlines, good photography and strong writing. The news, features and opinion pieces gave me a good feel for the school and its students. Keep up the strong work. 
3/14/2018 13:58:51 AA Video Newscast First Spartan TV Sentinel High School Nice video and audio. Nice sequencing of video shots. Interview in 2nd story a bit dark. Let your interviewees say time and prices about business, not reporter. Don't want report appearing to be shill for business. Try to be consistent with your natural sound throughout the whole story. Good Job!
3/14/2018 14:16:01 AA Video: Sports First Spartan TV Sentinel High School Good energy. Fun hosts. Any natural sound for game footage? Entertaining.
3/14/2018 16:06:27 A Sports Feature Writing First Geyser Park High Rydell Floyd Great lead!
3/14/2018 16:08:05 A Sports Feature Writing Second Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolSheaLee Korell Nice, focused lead. Try for more variation with how you're writing into quotes.
3/14/2018 16:16:08 AA Video: PSA First Spartan TV Sentinel High School Nice concept. Would of been more effective if the shots changed from wide to tight over the black background. Nice job.
3/14/2018 17:03:10 B Video: PSA First The Norse Code Bigkfork High School Nice onset piece. Very Informative. Good job.
3/14/2018 17:11:33 B Video: Sports First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Nice concept. Editing it tighter would move it along better. and if you go tight then wide on your shots of the football players, it would be smoother to look at. Nice Job.

3/15/2018 9:55:42 AA Feature Photography First Hawk Tawk News Bozeman High School Cole Janssen, David Nostrant, Aidan Morton and Quaid CeyA creative approach to capturing creative apparel. Good composition of each portrait and use of a hot lighting source accentuates the fashionable feel.  
3/15/2018 10:05:40 AA Feature Photography Second The Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Tayler Jakeway Nice work capuring candid moments of action and play. A strong overall package. I wold advise staying away from photo montages where images crop into other images.
3/15/2018 10:14:06 AA Feature Photography Third Big Sky Sun Journal Big Sky High School Aaron Toney Good composition, use of light and paying attention to foreground and background. It is the repetition of the drummer and the lead singer that sells the moment.
3/15/2018 10:22:52 A Feature Photography First Tamarack Libby High School Candy Schikora A fun and candid moment from homecoming. Nice capture of the wood chips flying and the expression of determination.
3/15/2018 10:27:30 A Feature Photography Second The Geyser Park High School Sophie Cajune Well exposed and well composed. The quality of light at the time of day – in conjunction with the wet road and the rising mist – make withe the picture.
3/15/2018 10:34:05 A Feature Photography Third Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolIsabel Losinski A great idea to follow the exchange students to a cultural event specific to America.
3/15/2018 10:40:39 B Feature Photography First The Norse Code Big fork High School Grace Olechowski Homecoming is always a great opportunity to capture fun moments and crazy costumes. I especially like the candid moment of comradery before the hula hoop pass.
3/15/2018 10:42:52 B Feature Photography Second Florence Chronicle Florence-Carlton Danara Greer A humorous moment. Good choice using a shutter speed fast enough to capture all his tiny leg off the ground at once.
3/15/2018 10:47:59 C Feature Photography First The Reed Point Review Reed Point Schools Cole Bare A beautiful photograph. Good choices all around. Strong composition and great use of depth of field to paint a clean and colorful background, allowing the foreground elements to stand out. A serene moment at a beautiful time of day.
3/15/2018 11:22:19 B Sports Feature Writing First Norse Code Big Fork High School Josephine Howlett Esp. with writeup on Chase, good job finding a specific angle.
3/15/2018 11:26:14 B Sports Feature Writing Second Florence Chronicle Florence Carlton High SchoolNatalie Dulac Great idea for a story! (woman wrestler), but too many cliches and too much opinion.
3/15/2018 11:38:23 C Sports Feature Writing First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Edgar Garcia Nice writeup of the state champ volleyball team, but watch the cliches: "under their belt," "steadfast determination," "as fortune would have it," "rife with good spirits." Also end on a fact or a quote, not on opinion in a traditional feature.
3/15/2018 12:02:57 AA Sports Feature Writing First Senile Konah Sentinel High School Aston Kinsella Solid feature on Olympian Darian Stevens. I liked especially what she had to say about being in and having to leave high school to pursue the highest levels of her sport.
3/15/2018 12:04:27 AA Sports Feature Writing Second Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Abe Otto Very straight-ahead story on a standout wrestler. No frills, but lots of information. I liked the lack of opinion and cliches.
3/15/2018 12:11:11 AA Sports Feature Writing Third Sun Journal Big Sky High School Andrew Gardanier Great idea for a feature: Identical twins competing with their team, against each other. Needed a bit less repetition on "these two," oft-mentioned. Work on pacing and varying your word choices. 
3/15/2018 15:07:34 AA Feature Writing First The Stampede C.M. Russell High School Mackenzie George Very nice story on an uncommon subject--an all-girls auto shop class. Nicely reported and well told.
3/15/2018 15:09:28 AA Feature Writing Second The Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School Riley Nelson This excellent profile has everything -- good writing, nice uce of quotes and interesting subject.
3/15/2018 15:11:47 AA Feature Writing Third Hawk Talk Bozeman High School Alexina Lockie Who knew high school librarians were so eccentric? Good example of a nice profile.
3/15/2018 15:19:41 A Feature Writing First Tamarack Libby High School Sebastian Sanders Nice feature on a high school band about to break up for college. 
3/15/2018 15:22:21 A Feature Writing Second Geyser Park High School Lily De Young Nice profile of a quirky student and his passion for high school clubs.
3/15/2018 15:30:21 B Feature Writing First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Grace Olechowski Nice feature on a new school club. Excellent use of quotes.
3/15/2018 15:32:39 B Feature Writing Second Mustang Gazette Malta High School Leslie Young and Annabelle GibletteNice job telling the story of Toys for Tots.
3/15/2018 15:36:56 B Feature Writing Third Florence Chronicle Florence High School Natalie Dulac I'm with you, vaping is lame. Maybe add some sources to make less editorial.
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3/15/2018 15:41:41 C Feature Writing First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Zayne Sanborn Interesting piece on the cost and benefits of school assemblies. Shows strong reporting and use of sources.
3/15/2018 16:59:27 C Newspaper Design First The Catch Quarterly Ennis Good consistent design skills with nice use of space. Remember to give your photos priority and always have at least one visual on every page!
3/15/2018 17:04:01 C Newspaper Design Second Sagebrush Saga Garfield County District High School You have some really beautiful pages and thoughtful design. Remember to showcase your photos at the top of the page or article and always end your article on a line even with the other text columns!
3/15/2018 17:05:29 C Newspaper Design Third Blue's News Bainville Public Schools You have nice, clean layout, but don't be afraid to have fun! Make sure all of your spacing is consistent and all of your columns end on the same line.
3/15/2018 18:57:52 AA News Photography First The Sun Journal Big Sky High School Nick Denman Getting closer to the subject gives us a better sense of intimacy and brings us into the emotion of the event.
3/15/2018 19:00:49 AA News Photography Second The Stampede C.M. Russell HS Sophie Aron Way to work the angle to find an exciting perspective of what, in most cases, can be a boring situation. Great movement with shovels kicking up dust and moving the dirt and fun repetition from foreground to background.
3/15/2018 19:09:40 AA News Photography Third The Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School Aston Kinsella A good sense of place and perspective showing the amount of students who turned out for the rally. A stronger moment of emotion – signs waving, cheering at people passing, chanting in unison – would have made this image sing. A good news image showing the numbers involved in the protest.
3/15/2018 19:20:36 A News Photography First The Geyser Park High School Denie Hampson A great candid moment accentuated by the quote. Nice job composing and being patient for the brief peak of emotion. 
3/15/2018 19:28:47 A News Photography Second Tamarack Libby High School Matthew Agresta Solid spot news photo adding important visual information to the story. Nice work being prepared to head to the scene at a moment's notice.
3/15/2018 19:35:15 A News Photography Third Signal Butte Custer County District High sChoolDeliah McDannel Nice portrait to put a face and personality to a voice in the story.
3/15/2018 19:39:59 B News Photography First Florence Chronicle Florence-Carlton High SchoolNatalie Dulac Good composition. Nice work finding an image showing community support and appreciation after an intense fire year.
3/15/2018 19:41:46 B News Photography Second The Norse Code Bigfork High School Ahna Fox Nice work using a photograph to give us visual information on what the final renovation of the school looks like.
3/15/2018 20:20:36 C Opinion Writing First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Chrissy Ackerman and Dean Comer Good use of data. Appreciated the willingness both writers showed to explore their own biases. 
3/15/2018 20:23:34 C Opinion Writing Second The Reed Point Review Reed Point Schools Willem Steinfeldt Fun headline, and an equally fun idea for a piece. Willem showcased both wit and concision. 
3/15/2018 20:26:29 C Opinion Writing Third Blue's News Bainville Public Schools Carlee Azure Good choice of topic. I appreciated that the writer kept it topical, focusing on an issue that directly related to students. I would have liked to see a bit more expansion on the idea of students defending themselves, but overall a solid piece. 
3/15/2018 20:28:17 B Newspaper Design First The Norse Code BigFork High School Your newspaper design blew me away! The cover is sleek and modern. The content of the paper is clean and balanced. I loved your use of pull quotes! Well done! We need more designers like you at the Kaimin!
3/15/2018 20:48:30 B Opinion Writing First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Maya Hartig The piece was helpful, well-researched and informative. I appreciated the way the writer presented a problem and invited readers to make up their minds. I do wish Maya had taken a position on the issue, as I would have enjoyed reading her argument either way. 
3/15/2018 20:53:16 B Opinion Writing Second Florence Chronicle Florence High School Danara Greer Well-reasoned and reported, with plenty of data to back up the writer's arguments. I do feel that it could have benefited from trimming down the word count just a touch, but all in all a solid piece. 
3/15/2018 20:57:40 B Newspaper Design Second Florence Chronicle Florence-Carlton High School I love how playful you got with the designs! I especially loved the "What is it?" graphic on page two. Well done!
3/15/2018 21:01:17 A Newspaper Design First Signal Butte Custer County District High School Your design is so clean! I can tell that a lot of hard work goes into designing this publication and it shows! Well done!
3/15/2018 21:02:06 AA Newspaper Design First The Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Clean and concise design with some colorful and creative elements. Remember to always align your captions to the left side of a photo and don't trap text between two photos.
3/15/2018 21:04:02 AA Newspaper Design Third Hawk Tawk Bozeman High School Your paper is BEAUTIFUL! So many creative and colorful elements and I can see a lot of individual style in the design. Remember to always take headlines all the way across the page and to end all of the columns of text evenly!
3/15/2018 21:05:45 A Newspaper Design Second Tamarack Libby High School There are so many things I love about this paper! I appreciate the Christmas theme! Overall it was a very clean and effective design. Well done!
3/15/2018 21:07:51 AA Newspaper Design Second The Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School Your newspaper looks so professional. You guys are tackling some really professional looks in this thing! Make sure you're taking care not to place the same photo twice and look carefully at your layouts to ensure that you're making a good use of white space. 
3/15/2018 21:08:19 A Opinion Writing Third Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolBrooks Bosckis Impassioned and thoughtful. I appreciate that it took a campus-wide perspective and attempted to examine multiple perspectives, though I think it could have benefited slightly from a bit more editing. 
3/15/2018 21:09:29 C Editorial Cartooning First The Reed Point Review Reed Point Schools Jocelyn Ott This was a very unique idea and it made me giggle! Well Done!
3/15/2018 21:10:02 A Opinion Writing Second The Geyser Park High School Jaia Wagman An updated take on a classic high school problem. Well-written, and appreciated the use of outside sources in addition to the writer's own opinion. 
3/15/2018 21:10:14 AA Newspaper Design Third Hawk Tawk Bozeman High School Your  paper is so beautiful! I love that you're being bold and taking risks, it's paying off! Make sure that you're using headlines that go across the entire page and ending all your text columns on the same line. 
3/15/2018 21:12:47 C Editorial Cartooning Second Blue's News Bainville Public Schools Elise Romo This was very cute and expressive! Keep up the good work!
3/15/2018 21:20:31 A Editorial Cartooning First Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolIsabel Losinski Wow! This comic strip is incredible! The details, expressions and delivery are spot-on. Please keep drawing! You have some serious talent.
3/15/2018 21:20:41 A Opinion Writing First Tamarack Libby High School Gavin Strom Appreciated that the writer took on an issue that was very specific to their school. Great that multiple students were interviewed and that the piece advocated on behalf of those students as well. 
3/15/2018 21:23:14 A Editorial Cartooning Second Tamarack Libby High School Ashley White and Aralyn SteeleThis made me laugh! Great colors! Great expressions! Great timing! I love seeing that there was some collaboration on this piece! 
3/15/2018 21:37:15 AA Editorial Cartooning First The Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Anna Hedinger I loved this editorial cartoon! You have a distinctive style! The details are incredible! Keep up the good work!
3/15/2018 21:40:12 AA Editorial Cartooning Second  The Stampede Charles M. Russell High School Maygie Li Wow! I loved this cartoon! Incredible use of detail and shading! I loved how you used super heroes to get your message across! Please keep drawing and keep cartooning! You have some obvious talent!
3/15/2018 21:42:20 AA Editorial Cartooning Third The Hellgate Lance Hellgate High School Elise Sterns This was such a creative idea and it was executed so well! This was an extremely close competition. I think you have serious talent and you should continue drawing and cartooning! Well done!
3/15/2018 21:52:43 AA Photo Illustration First The Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School Aston Kinsella This was a great Photo Illustration! Great choice/restraint in colors. Great design! Everything about this is very professional! Keep designing!
3/15/2018 21:57:18 AA Opinion Writing Third Willard Wire Willard High School Savonnah Anderson Very much appreciated that the writer picked an issue that's so close to home. Though the piece could have used a bit more technical polish, it was passionate, heartfelt and had a clear call to action. Really enjoyed this one. 
3/15/2018 22:00:03 AA Photo Illustration Second The Stampede C.M. Russell Well done! I loved the detail that went into this illustration! I also loved the balance on objects on the page. This was a close competition! Definitely keep illustrating and designing.
3/15/2018 22:01:12 AA Opinion Writing Second Sentinel Konah Sentinel High School Aston Kinsella The issue was timely and thoroughly reported, with plenty of the writer's own opinion to really cement the argument. It could have been a touch shorter, but otherwise very well done. 
3/15/2018 22:02:55 AA Opinion Writing First Hawk Tawk Bozeman High School Cole Janssen This is a terrific piece. Very honest and sincere, which is tougher to come by in the writing world than you'd think. Polished and remarkably thoughtful. Really excellent work. 
3/15/2018 22:03:25 AA Photo Illustration Third Hawk Tawk Bozeman High School Cole Janssan and Qraid CeyThis was a close competition and I absolutely loved your front and back cover. It made me laugh! Well done!
3/15/2018 22:08:15 A Photo Illustration First Park High Geyser Park High School This is a great photo illustration! It is simple and clean and it gets the point across! Well done!
3/15/2018 22:10:35 A Photo Illustration Second Signal Butte Custer County District High SchoolTallee Hollowell Well done! The photos pairs perfectly with the headline. Together, they give a clear understanding of what the story is about.
3/15/2018 22:13:58 B Photo Illustration First The Norse Code Bigfork High School Ahna Fox Wow! I absolutely love this photo illustration! This is a very creative way to visually tell a story.

3/16/2018 9:54:11 AA Student Free Press AwardFirst Hawk Talk Staff Bozeman High School Dating back to the very first Supreme Court decisions on student speech, the court has stressed the need for students to be able to talk about ideas and issues even if they make the school administrators uncomfortable. Bozeman High School did that in its important and well-handled reporting on racism and intolerance in its halls. A well-reported piece, coupled with the tireless work of editors and an adviser to guide the story through the chain of approval made sure students were informed about an issue in their very midst. 
3/16/2018 10:16:39 AA Online Pacesetter First The Sun Journal Big Sky High School The Big Sky Sun Journal is a clean presentation of the organization's content, offering students and teachers clear navigation, well organized sections and an easy-to-use navigation. Small opportunities for interaction via polls and an active Instagram add to the site, although a lack of other social media -- while fine -- still makes their inclusion on the navigation confusing. But overall, the Sun Journal has made huge strides in creating a compelling website.
3/16/2018 10:22:31 AA Online Pacesetter Second The Roost Sentinel High School Sentinel's students are to be commended for the breadth of their digital publication, mixing the newspaper, broadcast and yearbook activities into one online production. But this ambition is also where the site struggles. For all the good content, it really serves as a home for separate publications without a clear voice of its own. IT does not weave together stories or content from multiple publications to offer all the coverage of sports, or the school shooting protests. Stories stand on their own and then connect to the parent publication rather than with the other stories that may be of interest -- news connects to opinion connects to a SpartanTV story. If this can be done, than the Roost will have achieved an impressive online operation.
3/16/2018 10:33:44 AA Online Pacesetter Third flatheadarrow.com Flathead High School Solid site with fair clear organization. The use of photos and solid headlines help make the site more attractive. Some work could be done to simplify sections and navigation.
3/16/2018 10:48:33 B Online Pacesetter First The Norse Code Big Fork High School The Big Fork site is one of the best designed sites in Montana high school journalism period. The two faults are the idea of organizing the content in the articles section around the author rather than the subject matter and the inconsistent amount of content in different sections -- especially sports -- but the site itself offers a great platform for this year's reporting as well as in the future. Well done.
3/16/2018 18:22:14 AA News Writing First Flathead Arrow Flathead High School Katia Postovit
3/16/2018 18:23:00 AA News Writing Second Hawk Tawk Bozeman High School Sage Bennett
3/16/2018 18:25:39 AA News Writing Third The Hellgate Lance Hellgate High School Matthew Knight
3/16/2018 18:26:49 A News Writing First Tamarack Libby High School Hunter Butler and Blake LaCross
3/16/2018 18:27:25 A News Writing Second The Geyser Park High School Morgan Rosario
3/16/2018 18:28:14 A News Writing Third Signal Butte Custer County High SchoolAlex Mitchell
3/16/2018 18:31:29 B News Writing First Florence Chronicle Grace Schwenk
3/16/2018 18:32:16 B News Writing Second The Norse Code Bigfork High School Ahna Fox
3/16/2018 18:33:40 C News Writing First The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Zayne Sanborn
3/16/2018 18:35:00 C News Writing Second The Catch Quarterly Ennis High School Madelyn Barsness
3/18/2018 13:14:56 B Broadcast Pacesetter First Bigfork Bigfork Terrific stories from the field. Love the experimentation and fun you have with this. 
3/18/2018 13:17:01 AA Broadcast Pacesetter First Sentinel Sentinel Excellent news coverage with a variety of video segments and anchoring. Your open is very creative and the writing strong and engaging. 

http://flatheadarrow.com

